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Introduction
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The clustered, regularly interspaced, short palindromic repeat (CRISPR) 
86
In this study, we propose MAGeCK-NEST that adopts a Bayesian framework to integrate the 
96
Methods.
98
The major advantage of the Bayesian framework is that the prior is negligible when the 99 behaviors of sgRNAs on a gene are consistent, but it could potentially play a critical role when 100 the behaviors from sgRNAs are inconsistent 28 . Also, incorporating the informative prior from PPI
101
would not sacrifice specificity ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). 
142
LFC on a gene (Fig. 3a-b 
159
Alternatively, many screen libraries include 'non-targeting' negative control sgRNAs, which 160 match nowhere in the genome, for normalization ('non-targeting sgRNA normalization'). In 161 public datasets 5, 11 , 'total normalization' resulted in a beta-score distribution centered on zero
162
( Supplementary Fig. 6 ), while 'non-targeting sgRNA normalization' led to a skewed distribution
163
of beta scores and most of the genes seemed to be negatively selected (Fig 4a) . 26 , the beta score distribution is centered on zero (Fig. 4b) .
171
In genome-wide screens, normalizations using either sgRNAs targeting non-essential genes or
172
all genes lead to similar results (Fig. 4b, Supplementary Fig. 6 non-essential-gene-targeting sgRNAs, respectively), we found normalization using the AAVS1-
186
and non-essential-genes targeting sgRNAs result in almost identical distribution of beta scores
187
( Fig. 5d) . Moreover, both 'total normalization' and 'non-targeting sgRNA normalization' lead to 188 biases, though to different degrees (Fig. 4d) .
190
To evaluate the normalization methods in a focused screen, we also designed a small screening 
215
A new genome-wide library Improved screen performance
216
Using the rules we uncovered in this study and our previous work 15 , we designed two sub- 
277
Method
278
Formulating predicted beta scores using PPI
The predicted beta score of gene in condition , 
293
Adopting predicted beta score as Bayesian prior to estimate beta score
294
Similar to MAGeCK-VISPR 24 , the read count of sgRNA in sample , or !" , is modeled as:
Where !" and ! are the mean and over-dispersion factor of the negative binomial (NB) 296 distribution, respectively. The mean value !" is further modeled as:
Where ! is the size factor of sample for adjusting sequencing depths of the samples. To deal
298
with complex experimental settings, we included design matrix ( ). With samples affected by 299 conditions, is a binary matrix with its element !" = 1 if sample is affected by condition , 300 and 0 otherwise. In order to incorporate !" ! in Bayesian framework to estimate !" , we
301
reformulated the goal function to a regularization form:
303
Where
In Equation (5), the regularization term, Λ , draws !" closer to the prior mean, !" ! , and the 305 amount of movement depends on the observed Fisher information provided by the sgRNAs. In
306
Equation (6), we assumed the empirical prior of !" follows a normal distribution centered at 307 !"
! .
308
(
The width of the prior distribution, ! , was calculated using the naive estimators of !" . For
309
robust estimator of ! , we adopted quantile matching: the standard deviation ! is chosen such 310 that (1-p) empirical quantile of the absolute value of the observed beta scores matches the (1-311 p/2) theoretical quantile of normal distribution (0, ! ), and set default p value as 0.05:
(1 − )
To solve Equation (5), we re-formulated the equation as the function of !" ! . Assume:
! Then Equation (4) can then be re-written as:
Where ! is a constant:
Then Equation (5) can thus be re-written as:
In order to make
The transformed over-dispersion factor, ! ! , can be deducted as:
Now the re-formulated Equation (7) can be solved using the iteratively reweighted ridge 320 regression algorithm as described previously 24, 34, 35 .
322
Estimating over-dispersion factors
323
The calculation of sgRNA-wise over-dispersion factor, , is similar to what DESeq2 adopted 35 .
324
Specifically, the over-dispersion factor of sgRNA , ! , was obtained via maximizing the Cox-
325
Reid adjusted likelihood of the dispersion.
The second term provides Cox-Reid bias adjustment, where is the diagonal matrix with its 327 values given by !! = ! ! /(1/ ! + ! ). The equation (9) could then be solved using stepwise 328 descent along as previously described 35 .
The derived sgRNA-wise over-dispersion factors were then used to fit the trend function:
Identifying sgRNA outliers
331
Single outlier that does not fit the assumed distributions can overly influence the estimations of 332 beta score. Therefore, we tried to identify these outliers using 3-step approach: candidate outlier 333 prediction, candidate outlier validation, and outlier detection.
335
Step-1: Candidate outlier prediction
336
An sgRNA is likely to be an outlier if its log fold is extremely different from other sgRNAs.
337
Therefore, in the first step, candidate outlier prediction, we identified the potential sgRNAs 338 outliers by considering their log fold changes (LFCs). For each paired conditions, we calculated 339 the median and standard deviation of the LFCs, and defined the candidate outliers if their LFCs 340 fall beyond median ± 1.5 standard deviation. To make the standard deviation estimator robust 341 against extremely high absolute LFCs, we used quantile matching with p set by default to 0.34.
343
Step-2: Candidate outlier validation
344
Noticing that an sgRNA outlier may significantly influence the beta score estimation, a candidate 345 outlier is validated if there is a significant change of !" after removing the candidate outlier.
346
Therefore, in the second step, the candidate outlier validation, we calculated the beta score with 347 and without the candidate outlier respectively using Equation (5). Define:
With outlier removal, we could prevent the beta score estimation from distortion by strong 350 outliers.
352
Step-3: Outlier detection
353
With previous 2 steps, we could estimate the beta scores robustly. (Fig. 3a) .
363
Extracting sequence features using Elastic-Net regression
364
To identify the sequence features that are associated with stronger sgRNA outliers, we applied 
372
Where and are parameters estimated using cross validation,
. We used glmnet in R package to implement the Elastic-Net regression 34 .
375
Representation of the regression coefficients
376
We used Seq2Logo 2.0 server (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/biotools/Seq2Logo/) to illustrate the 377 coefficients derived from Elastic-Net regression 44 .
379
D-distance statistic
380
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test) is a nonparametric test of the equality of continuous,
381
one-dimensional probability distributions that can be used to compare two samples. We used 
386
Customized-design libraries
387
We designed a small library to compare the normalization using AAVS1-targeting and non- 
395
The oligos were synthesized at CustomArray©.
397
Design of H1 and H2 libraries
398
We designed two genome-wide screen libraries, H1 and H2, using the rules we uncovered. 
437
Finally, we separated all sgRNAs evenly to H1 and H2 sub-libraries as following 
439
441
Cell lines and cell culture
442
LNCaP-abl (abl) cell line was provided by Zoran Culig (Innsbruck Medical University, Austria).
443
The abl cells were cultured in the RPMI 1640 phenol red-free medium supplemented with 10%
444
charcoal/dextran-treated fetal bovine serum (FBS), 2mM glutamine, 100 ug/ml penicillin and 445 100units/ml streptomycin for the experiments. The T47D cells obtained from the American Type
446
Culture Collection were maintained in RPMI 1640 phenol red medium plus 10% FBS. The
447
293FT cells bought from ThermoFisher were cultured in DMEM media supplemented with 10% 448 fetal bovine serum, glutamine and penicillin-streptomycin.
450
Plasmid construction and lentivirus production
451
The sgRNA library synthesized at CustomArray© were amplified by PCR as previously 452 described (PMC4089965). The PCR products were subsequently ligated into lentiCRISPR V2 
493
and 300ug DNA per sample was used for library construction. Each library was sequenced at
494
3~30 million reads to achieve ~300X average coverage over the two different CRISPR libraries.
495
The 0 
555
(a) The ratio of sgRNAs that fall beyond 2 standard deviations from the mean before and after
556
outlier removal in published screening data 4, 5, 11 . 
561
(d) The G-nucleotide counts of sgRNAs in three groups: stronger outliers (red), non-outliers
562
(blue), and all sgRNAs (green). 
